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We analyze the most recent cosmological data, including Planck, taking into account the possible
existence of a sterile neutrino with a mass at the eV scale indicated by short-baseline neutrino
oscillations data in the 3+1 framework. We show that the contribution of local measurements of
the Hubble constant induces an increase of the value of the effective number of relativistic degrees
of freedom above the Standard Model value, giving an indication in favor of the existence of sterile
neutrinos and their contribution to dark radiation. Furthermore, the measurements of the local
galaxy cluster mass distribution favor the existence of sterile neutrinos with eV-scale masses, in
agreement with short-baseline neutrino oscillations data. In this case there is no tension between
cosmological and short-baseline neutrino oscillations data, but the contribution of the sterile neutrino
to the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom is likely to be smaller than one. Considering
the Dodelson-Widrow and thermal models for the statistical cosmological distribution of sterile
neutrinos, we found that in the Dodelson-Widrow model there is a slightly better compatibility
between cosmological and short-baseline neutrino oscillations data and the required suppression of
the production of sterile neutrinos in the early Universe is slightly smaller.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.Lm, 14.60.St, 98.80.-k

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent results of the Planck experiment [1, 2] gen-
erated lively discussions [3–14] on the value of the effec-
tive number of relativistic degrees of freedom Neff before
photon decoupling (see [15–17]), which gives the energy
density of radiation ρR through the relation

ρR =

[
1 +

7

8

(
4

11

)4/3

Neff

]
ργ , (1)

where ργ is the photon energy density. Since the value
of Neff in the Standard Model (SM) is NSM

eff = 3.046
[18, 19], a positive measurement of ∆Neff = Neff −NSM

eff
may be a signal that the radiation content of the universe
was due not only to photons and SM neutrinos, but also
to some additional light particle called generically “dark
radiation”.

In this paper we consider the possiblity that the dark
radiation is made of the light sterile neutrinos (see
[20–23]) whose existence is indicated by recent results
of short-baseline (SBL) neutrino oscillation experiments
[24–30]. In particular, we consider the simplest possibil-
ity of a 3+1 scheme, in which the three active flavor neu-
trinos νe, νµ, ντ , are mainly composed of three very light
neutrinos ν1, ν2, ν3, with masses much smaller than 1 eV
and there is a sterile neutrino νs which is mainly com-
posed of a new massive neutrino ν4 with mass m4 ∼ 1 eV.

The problem of the determination of Neff from cosmo-
logical data is related to that of the Hubble constant H0,
because these two quantities are positively correlated in
the analysis of the data (see Refs. [31, 32]). Since dedi-
cated local astrophysical experiments obtained values of
H0 which are larger than that obtained by the Planck col-
laboration from the analysis of cosmological data alone
[2], there is an indication that Neff may be larger than the
SM value. We discuss this problem in Section II, where
we present the results of a fit of cosmological data with
a prior on H0 determined by the weighted average of the
local astrophysical measurements.

Since the neutrino oscillation explanation of SBL data
requires the existence of a massive neutrino at the eV
scale, we discuss also the bounds on the effective sterile
neutrino mass meff

s defined by the Planck collaboration
as [2]

meff
s = (94.1 eV) Ωsh

2 , (2)

where Ωs = ρs/ρc and h is the reduced Hubble constant,
such that H0 = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1. Here ρs is the cur-
rent energy density of νs ' ν4 with mass ms ' m4 ∼ 1 eV
and ρc is the current critical density. The constant in
Eq. (2) refers to a Fermi-Dirac distribution with the stan-
dard neutrino temperature Tν = (4/11)1/3Tγ . We con-
sider the two cases discussed by the Planck collaboration
[2] (see also [33]):

Thermal (TH) model: The sterile neutrino has a
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Fermi-Dirac distribution fs(E) = (eE/Ts + 1)−1

with a temperature Ts which is different from the
temperature Tν of the active neutrinos, leading to

meff
s = (Ts/Tν)3ms = (∆Neff)3/4ms . (3)

Dodelson-Widrow (DW) model: The sterile neu-
trino has a Fermi-Dirac distribution fs(E) =
χs/(e

E/Tν + 1), with the same temperature Tν as
the active neutrinos but multiplied by a constant
scale factor χs [34]. In this case

meff
s = χsms = ∆Neffms . (4)

A further important problem is the compatibility of the
cosmological bounds on Neff and meff

s with the active-
sterile neutrino mixing required to fit SBL oscillation
data. The stringent bounds on Neff and meff

s presented
in Ref. [2] by the Planck collaboration imply [35] that
the production of sterile neutrinos in the early Universe
is suppressed by some non-standard mechanism, as, for
example, a large lepton asymmetry [36–39]. In this paper
we adopt a phenomenological approach similar to that in
Refs. [40–42]: we use the results of the fit of SBL neutrino
oscillation data as a prior for the analysis of cosmological
data. In this way, in Section III we derive the combined
constraints on Neff and meff

s and the related constraints
on H0 and ms.

II. COSMOLOGICAL DATA AND LOCAL H0

MEASUREMENTS

For our cosmological analysis we used a modified ver-
sion of the publicly available software CosmoMC1 [45]

TABLE I. Global best-fit value Hgbf
0 , marginal best-fit

Hmbf
0 ± 1σ (68.27%) and 2σ (95.45%) limits for H0 obtained

from the analysis of the indicated data sets.

data Hgbf
0 Hmbf

0 ± 1σ 2σ
no

SBL
prior

CMB+H0 73.6 72.7+1.9
−1.7 69.0 ÷ 76.3

CMB+H0+BAO 71.1 71.5+1.4
−1.4 68.7 ÷ 74.4

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 71.1 70.4+1.5
−1.3 68.1 ÷ 73.5

TH
SBL
prior

CMB 66.8 66.6+1.1
−1.2 64.3 ÷ 68.9

CMB+H0 68.7 68.7+1.0
−1.1 66.5 ÷ 70.7

CMB+H0+BAO 68.7 68.8+0.8
−0.7 67.3 ÷ 70.4

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 69.1 69.3+0.6
−0.6 68.1 ÷ 70.6

DW
SBL
prior

CMB 66.5 66.9+1.2
−1.3 64.6 ÷ 69.4

CMB+H0 68.1 68.9+1.1
−1.0 66.9 ÷ 71.0

CMB+H0+BAO 69.3 69.1+0.8
−0.8 67.6 ÷ 70.6

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 69.5 69.7+0.7
−0.5 68.6 ÷ 71.0

1 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/

(March 2013 version), a Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) software which computes the theoretical pre-
dictions using CAMB2 [46]. We used the following data
sets and likelihood calculators:

• The recent Planck data [1] and likelihood codes
[47] CamSpec, that computes the Planck TT like-
lihood3 for the multipoles with 50 ≤ l ≤ 2500,
and Commander, that computes the low-l TT Planck
likelihood. We will refer to this set as “Planck”.

• The nine-year large-scale E-polarization WMAP
data [48], included in the CosmoMC code through
the downloadable likelihood data and code released
by the Planck Collaboration. We will refer to this
dataset as “WP”.

• High-l spectra from Atacama Cosmology Tele-
scope (ACT) [49] and South Pole Telescope (SPT)
[50, 51] and the likelihood code4 described in [52],
which is based on WMAP likelihood code [53].
We will refer to this set as “highL” and to the
Planck+WP+highL dataset as “CMB”.

• Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) [54] data.
We used the BAO measurement at zeff = 0.2 and
zeff = 0.35 from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) Data Release 7 (DR7) [55] galaxy cata-
logue, analyzed in [56] and [57], BAO measure-
ment at zeff = 0.57 obtained from the SDSS Baryon
Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) Data Re-
lease 9 (DR9) [58] galaxy catalogue, analyzed in
[59], and the measurement at zeff = 0.1 obtained
in [60] using data from the 6dF Galaxy Survey
(6dFGS) [61]. We will refer to this set as “BAO”.

TABLE II. Global best-fit value Ngbf
eff , marginal best-fit

Nmbf
eff ± 1σ (68.27%) and 2σ (95.45%) limits for Neff obtained

from the analysis of the indicated data sets.

data Ngbf
eff Nmbf

eff ± 1σ 2σ
no

SBL
prior

CMB+H0 3.84 3.76+0.25
−0.23 3.29 ÷ 4.26

CMB+H0+BAO 3.59 3.71+0.23
−0.27 3.17 ÷ 4.18

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 3.57 3.51+0.29
−0.29 3.05 ÷ 4.01

TH
SBL
prior

CMB 3.29 3.26+0.21
−0.10 3.05 ÷ 3.67

CMB+H0 3.23 3.23+0.19
−0.12 3.05 ÷ 3.66

CMB+H0+BAO 3.11 3.23+0.15
−0.11 3.05 ÷ 3.55

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 3.36 3.32+0.12
−0.09 3.15 ÷ 3.57

DW
SBL
prior

CMB 3.43 3.35+0.16
−0.15 3.09 ÷ 3.73

CMB+H0 3.19 3.31+0.18
−0.13 3.08 ÷ 3.70

CMB+H0+BAO 3.29 3.30+0.13
−0.13 3.08 ÷ 3.60

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 3.30 3.42+0.11
−0.11 3.22 ÷ 3.67

2 http://camb.info/
3 http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/aio/planckProducts.html
4 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/act/act_

fulllikelihood_get.cfm

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
http://camb.info/
http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/aio/planckProducts.html
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/act/act_fulllikelihood_get.cfm
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/act/act_fulllikelihood_get.cfm
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TABLE III. Global best-fit value meff
s,gbf, marginal best-fit value meff

s,mbf, 1σ (68.27%) and 2σ (95.45%) intervals for meff
s in eV

obtained from the analysis of the indicated data sets without and with the SBL prior in the thermal (TH) and Dodelson-Widrow
(DW) models. We give also the corresponding quantities for ms.

data meff
s,gbf m

eff
s,mbf 1σ 2σ mgbf

s mmbf
s 1σ 2σ

no
SBL
prior

CMB+H0 0 0 < 0.10 < 0.27 0 0
< 0.13
< 0.14

< 0.38
< 0.44

(TH)
(DW)

CMB+H0+BAO 0 0 < 0.13 < 0.32 0 0
< 0.18
< 0.21

< 0.51
< 0.65

(TH)
(DW)

CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 0.41 0.42 0.28 ÷ 0.56 0.15 ÷ 0.70
0.67
0.79

0.62
0.92

0.21 ÷ 1.14
0.00 ÷ 1.11

0.00 ÷ 2.68
0.00 ÷ 4.81

(TH)
(DW)

TH
SBL
prior

CMB 0.45 0.42 0.26 ÷ 0.67 0.11 ÷ 0.89 1.30 1.28 1.09 ÷ 1.36 0.96 ÷ 1.42
CMB+H0 0.35 0.38 0.20 ÷ 0.61 0.05 ÷ 0.86 1.28 1.28 1.08 ÷ 1.35 0.95 ÷ 1.40
CMB+H0+BAO 0.17 0.37 0.20 ÷ 0.54 0.08 ÷ 0.75 1.29 1.27 1.08 ÷ 1.35 0.95 ÷ 1.39
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 0.47 0.48 0.35 ÷ 0.60 0.25 ÷ 0.74 1.12 1.27 1.08 ÷ 1.35 0.95 ÷ 1.40

DW
SBL
prior

CMB 0.44 0.36 0.19 ÷ 0.57 0.06 ÷ 0.83 1.13 1.28 1.08 ÷ 1.35 0.96 ÷ 1.42
CMB+H0 0.16 0.35 0.16 ÷ 0.53 0.04 ÷ 0.77 1.13 1.28 1.07 ÷ 1.35 0.94 ÷ 1.39
CMB+H0+BAO 0.32 0.28 0.16 ÷ 0.46 0.06 ÷ 0.64 1.28 1.27 1.07 ÷ 1.34 0.95 ÷ 1.39
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC 0.32 0.45 0.33 ÷ 0.58 0.22 ÷ 0.72 1.27 1.28 1.08 ÷ 1.35 0.95 ÷ 1.40
SBL [30] 1.27 1.27 1.10 ÷ 1.36 0.97 ÷ 1.42
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• Local Galaxy Cluster data from the Chandra
Cluster Cosmology Project [62] observations, from
which the cluster mass distribution at low and high
redshift is calculated. The likelihood has been pre-
sented in [63] and a CosmoMC module is publicly
available5. We will refer to this set as “LGC”.

The analysis of Planck+WP+highL data performed by
the Planck collaboration in the framework of the stan-
dard ΛCDM cosmological model gave for the Hubble con-
stant the value (see Eq. (51) of Ref. [2])

H0 = 67.3± 1.2 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (5)

This value has a remarkable tension with the results of
recent direct local astrophysical measurements of H0,
which found significantly higher values. Here we consider
the following two compatible measurements:

Cepheids+SNe Ia: Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ob-
servations of Cepheid variables in the host galaxies
of eight SNe Ia have been used to calibrate the su-
pernova magnitude-redshift relation, leading to [43]

H0 = 73.8± 2.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (6)

This value is in agreement with the result H0 =
74.3 ± 2.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 obtained in the Carnegie
Hubble Program (Carnegie HP) [64] through a re-
calibration of the secondary distance methods used
in the HST Key Project. We do not use the
Carnegie Hubble Program value of H0, because
there is an overlap between the HST and Carnegie
HP sets of SNe Ia data that induces a correlation
in the statistical part of the uncertainty which is
unknown to us.

COSMOGRAIL: Strong gravitational lensing time de-
lay measurements of the system RXJ1131-1231, ob-
served as part of the COSmological MOnitoring of
GRAvitational Lenses (COSMOGRAIL) project,
led to [44]:

H0 = 78.7± 4.5 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (7)

Combining these local astrophysical measurements of
H0, we obtained the local weighted average

H0 = 74.9± 2.1 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (8)

Since this value differs from that in Eq. (5) by about
3.1σ, there is a tension between the CMB and local de-
terminations of H0. One can see this tension also from
the graphical representation of Eqs. (5)–(8) in the upper-
right panel of Fig. 1.

Let us emphasize however that the Planck value of
H0 in Eq. (5) has been obtained assuming the standard

5 http://hea.iki.rssi.ru/400d/cosm/

ΛCDM cosmological model in which Neff is assumed to
have the SM value NSM

eff . Since H0 and Neff are positively
correlated (see Refs. [31, 32]), one can expect that leaving
Neff free the tension is reduced. Indeed, from the analy-
sis of CMB data without constraints on Neff the Planck
collaboration obtained6

H0 = 69.7± 2.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (9)

Hence, the tension of CMB Planck data with the local
weighted average value ofH0 in Eq. (8) almost disappears
when Neff is not constrained to its SM value. Hence,
we performed a fit of cosmological data with a Gaussian
prior for H0 having mean and standard deviation given
by the local average in Eq. (8). In the following we refer
to this prior as “H0”.

Since we are interested in studying the effect on the
analysis of cosmological data of a sterile neutrino mass
motivated by SBL oscillation anomalies, we consider an
extension of the standard cosmological model in which
both Neff and meff

s are free parameters to be determined
by the fit of the data.

Figure 1 and the first parts of Tabs. I, II and
III shows the results for H0, Neff and meff

s obtained
from the fits of CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO and
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC data. In Tab. III we give also
the corresponding results for ms ' m4, which depends
on the statistical distribution of sterile neutrinos. There-
fore, we distinguish the results for ms obtained in the
thermal (TH) and Dodelson-Widrow (DW) models us-
ing, respectively, Eqs. (3) and (4). In Figs. 2, 3 and 4 we
compare graphically the allowed ranges of Neff, meff

s and
ms obtained in the different fits.

From the bottom-left panel in Fig. 1, one can see that
the fit of CMB data alone restricts meff

s to small values
only for Neff & 3.2, whereas there is a tail of allowed large
values of meff

s for smaller Neff. This is in agreement with
Fig. 28-right of Ref. [2], where it has been explained as
corresponding to the case in which the sterile neutrino
behaves as warm dark matter, because its mass is large
and it becomes non-relativistic well before recombina-
tion. This happens in both the thermal and Dodelson-
Widrow models, as one can infer from Eqs. (3) and (4).
The presence of this tail of the posterior distribution of
meff
s implies that the posterior distributions of the fit-

ted parameters depend on the arbitrary upper value cho-
sen for meff

s in the CosmoMC runs (we chose meff
s < 5 eV,

whereas the Planck Collaboration chose meff
s < 3 eV).

Hence, we do not present in the tables the numerical re-
sults of the fit of CMB data alone, which suffer from this
arbitrariness.

The addition of the local H0 prior leads to an increase
of Neff which evicts the large-meff

s and small-Neff region

6 See page 148 of the tables with 68% limits available at http:

//www.sciops.esa.int/wikiSI/planckpla/index.php?title=

Cosmological_Parameters&instance=Planck_Public_PLA.

http://hea.iki.rssi.ru/400d/cosm/
http://www.sciops.esa.int/wikiSI/planckpla/index.php?title=Cosmological_Parameters&instance=Planck_Public_PLA
http://www.sciops.esa.int/wikiSI/planckpla/index.php?title=Cosmological_Parameters&instance=Planck_Public_PLA
http://www.sciops.esa.int/wikiSI/planckpla/index.php?title=Cosmological_Parameters&instance=Planck_Public_PLA
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FIG. 1. Results of the analysis of cosmological data alone. The light and dark shadowed regions in the 2D plots show,
respectively, the 68% and 95% marginalized posterior probability regions obtained from the analysis of the data sets indicated
in the legends with corresponding color. In the bottom-left panel ms is constant, with the indicated value in eV, along the dashed
lines in the thermal model and along the solid lines in the Dodelson-Widrow model. The four lower intervals of H0 in the upper-
right panel correspond to: Eq. (5) for Planck+WP+highL [2], Eq. (6) for Cepheids+SNe Ia [43], Eq. (7) for COSMOGRAIL
[44], Eq. (8) for the H0 prior. In all panels the labels CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO and CMB+H0+BAO+LGC indicate
the fits performed in this work.
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
m eff

s [eV]

CMB+H0

CMB+H0 +BAO

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC

CMB+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(TH)

CMB+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(DW)

3.046 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4
Neff

CMB+H0

CMB+H0 +BAO

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC

CMB+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(TH)

CMB+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(DW)

FIG. 2. Comparison of the allowed intervals of Neff ob-
tained from the fits of CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO and
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC data without (black) and with the
SBL prior in the thermal (blue) and Dodelson-Widrow (red)
models. The segments in each bar correspond to 68%, 95%
and 99% probability. The dotted vertical line corresponds to
∆Neff = 1.

in which the sterile neutrino behaves as cold dark matter.
This can be seen from the CMB+H0 allowed regions in
Fig. 1 and the corresponding upper limits for meff

s and ms

in Figs. 3 and 4 and in Tab. III. The further addition of
BAO data slightly lowers the best-fit values and allowed
ranges of H0 and Neff (see Figs. 1 and 2 and Tabs. I and
II). Hence, the upper limits for meff

s and ms in Figs. 3
and 4 and in Tab. III are slightly larger, but still rather
stringent, of the order of meff

s . 0.3 eV and ms . 0.6 eV
at 2σ.

Comparing the CMB+H0 and CMB+H0+BAO al-
lowed intervals of ms in Tab. III and Fig. 4 with that
obtained from the analysis of SBL data in the frame-
work of 3+1 mixing [30], it is clear that there is a ten-
sion7: about 5.0σ, 4.6σ, 4.1σ, 3.5σ, respectively, in the
CMB+H0(TH), CMB+H0(DW), CMB+H0+BAO(TH)
CMB+H0+BAO(DW) fits. The tensions are smaller in
the Dodelson-Widrow model and this could be an indi-
cation in favor of this case if SBL oscillations will be
confirmed by future experiments (see Refs. [21, 68–74]).

Let us now consider the inclusion of the LGC data
set in the cosmological fit. As discussed in Ref. [12],
the measured amount of clustering of galaxies [62, 63]
is smaller than that obtained by evolving the primordial

7 Possible ways of solving this tension have been discussed re-
cently, but before the Planck data release, in Refs. [65–67].

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
m eff

s [eV]

CMB+H0

CMB+H0 +BAO

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC

CMB+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(TH)

CMB+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(DW)

3.046 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4
Neff

CMB+H0

CMB+H0 +BAO

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC

CMB+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(TH)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(TH)

CMB+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+SBL(DW)

CMB+H0 +BAO+LGC+SBL(DW)

FIG. 3. Comparison of the allowed intervals of meff
s ob-

tained from the fits of CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO
and CMB+H0+BAO+LGC data without (black) and with
the SBL prior in the thermal (blue) and Dodelson-Widrow
(red) models. The segments in each bar correspond to 68%,
95% and 99% probability.

density fluctuations with the relatively large matter den-
sity at recombination measured precisely by Planck [2].
The correlation of a relatively large matter density and
clustering of galaxies can be quantified through the ap-
proximate relation σ8 ∝ Ω0.563

m [75, 76] which relates the
rms amplitude σ8 of linear fluctuations today at a scale
of 8h−1 Mpc (where h = H0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1) with the
present matter density Ωm. As discussed in Ref. [12], the
value of σ8 and the amount of clustering of galaxies can
be lowered by adding to the ΛCDM cosmological model
hot dark matter in the form of sterile neutrinos with eV-
scale masses8. The free-streaming of these sterile neutri-
nos suppresses the growth of structures which are smaller
than the free-streaming length, leading to a suppression
of σ8 with respect to the ΛCDM approximate relation
σ8 ∝ Ω0.563

m . In this way, the relatively large Planck
value of Ωm can be reconciled with the relatively small
amount of local galaxy clustering in the LGC data set
and the corresponding relatively small value of σ8.

Hence, the inclusion of LGC data in the cosmologi-
cal fits favors the existence of a sterile neutrino with a
mass of the order of that required by SBL data, which is
at least partially thermalized in the early Universe [12].
The results of our CMB+H0+BAO+LGC fit given in

8 Let us note that there was already a tension between LGC data
and pre-Planck CMB data and the sterile neutrino solution was
proposed in Refs. [63, 77]
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the allowed interval of ms obtained
from the 3+1 analysis of SBL data [30] with those obtained
in the fits presented in this paper. The segments in each bar
correspond to 68%, 95% and 99% probability. The out-of-
bounds upper limits obtained in the CMB+H0+BAO+LGC
analysis are: 7.4 eV (99%, TH), 4.8 eV (95%, DW), 17.1 eV
(99%, DW).

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and Tabs. I, II, III confirm this expecta-
tion. In particular, from the allowed intervals of ms in
Tab. III and Fig. 4 one can see that the tension between
cosmological data and SBL 3+1 oscillations disappears
with the inclusion of LGC data.

In the following section we analyze the cosmological
data using as prior distribution for ms the distribution
obtained from the analysis of SBL data. This is per-
fectly consistent in the case of CMB+H0+BAO+LGC
cosmological data. However, we present also the results
obtained with the CMB, CMB+H0 and CMB+H0+BAO
cosmological data, in spite of the tension with SBL data
discussed above, because we think that one cannot dis-
miss the results of laboratory experiments on the basis
of cosmological observations, whose interpretation has
larger uncertainties.

III. SBL PRIOR

The existence of light sterile neutrinos has been con-
sidered in recent years as a plausible possibility moti-
vated by the measurements of anomalies which can be
explained by short-baseline (SBL) neutrino oscillations
generated by a squared-mass difference of the order of
1 eV2: the reactor anomaly [25, 78, 79], the Gallium
anomaly [24, 27] and the LSND anomaly [80]. Here we

consider the results of the analysis of SBL data in the
framework of 3+1 mixing presented in Ref. [30]. Fol-
lowing Refs. [40–42], we use the posterior distribution of

ms ' m4 '
√

∆m2
41 obtained from the analysis of SBL

data as a prior in the CosmoMC analysis of cosmological
data. The range of ms allowed by the analysis of SBL
data [30] is shown in Fig. 4 and Tab. III. Note that the
SBL prior on ms has different cosmological implications
in the thermal and Dodelson-Widrow models, because
the ∆Neff dependence of the effective mass meff

s is differ-
ent (see Eqs. (3) and (4)).

Figure 5 shows the results of the analy-
sis of CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO and
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC data with the SBL prior in
the thermal model. For convenience, the effect of the
SBL prior on the allowed regions in the meff

s –Neff plane
is illustrated clearly in Fig. 7, where each panel shows
the change of the allowed regions due to the inclusion
of the SBL prior corresponding to the analysis of the
indicated data set. One can see that in all four analyses
the SBL prior forces the allowed region in an area near
the dashed line which corresponds to ms = 1 eV. In
order to keep ms at the eV scale without increasing too
much meff

s , which is forbidden by the cosmological data,
Neff is forced towards low values.

In the case of the CMB+H0+BAO+LGC cosmological
data set the addition of the SBL prior approximately con-
firms the allowed range of meff

s (see Fig. 3 and Tab. III),
but requires a lower Neff (see Fig. 2 and Tab. II), which
must be smaller than about 3.7 with 99% probability.
As discussed in Ref. [35], in the standard cosmological
scenario active-sterile neutrino oscillations generated by
values of the mixing parameters allowed by the fit of SBL
data imply ∆Neff = 1. Therefore, it is likely that the
compatibility of the neutrino oscillation explanation of
the SBL anomalies with cosmological data requires that
active-sterile neutrino oscillations in the early Universe
are somewhat suppressed by a non-standard mechanism,
as, for example, a large lepton asymmetry [36–39].

As one can see from Figs. 2, 3, 6 and 7 and from
Tabs. II and III, similar conclusions are reached in the
Dodelson-Widrow model. One can note, however, that
in this case slightly larger values of Neff are allowed with
respect to the thermal case, and there is a slightly better
compatibility of cosmological and SBL data. This hap-
pens because for a given value of ms given mainly by SBL
data and an upper bound on meff

s given by cosmological
data slightly larger values of ∆Neff ≤ 1 are allowed by
Eq. (4) in the Dodelson-Widrow model than by Eq. (3)
in the thermal model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed the most recent cos-
mological data, including those of the Planck experiment
[1, 2], taking into account the possible existence of a ster-
ile neutrino with a mass ms in the eV range, which could
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have the effect of dark radiation in the early Universe.
We investigated three effects: 1) the contribution of lo-
cal measurements of the Hubble constant H0; 2) the ef-
fect of the measurements of the mass distribution of local
galaxy clusters [12]; 3) the assumption of a prior distribu-
tion for ms obtained from the analysis of short-baseline
oscillation data in the framework of 3+1 mixing, which
requires a sterile neutrino mass between about 0.9 and
1.5 eV [30]. For the statistical distribution of the sterile
neutrinos we considered the two most studied cases: the
thermal model and the Dodelson-Widrow model [34].

We have shown that the local measurements of the
Hubble constant H0 induce an increase of the value of
the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom
Neff above the Standard Model value. This is an indi-
cation in favor of the existence of sterile neutrinos and
their contribution to dark radiation. However, we ob-
tained that the sterile neutrino mass has a 2σ upper
bound of about 0.5 eV in the thermal model and about
0.6 eV in the Dodelson-Widrow model. Hence, there
is a tension between cosmological and SBL data. The
Dodelson-Widrow model is slightly more compatible with
SBL data and it may turn out that it is favorite if SBL
oscillations will be confirmed by future experiments9 (see

Refs. [21, 68–74]).
The tension between cosmological and SBL data dis-

appears if we consider also the measurements of the local
galaxy cluster mass distribution, which favor the exis-
tence of sterile neutrinos with eV-scale masses which can
suppress the small-scale clustering of galaxies through
free-streaming [12]. In this case we obtained a cosmolog-
ically allowed range for the sterile neutrino mass which at
2σ can be as large as about 2.7 eV in the thermal model
and 4.8 eV in the Dodelson-Widrow model.

In the combined fit of cosmological and SBL data the
sterile neutrino mass is restricted around 1 eV by the
SBL prior and the cosmological limits on the sterile neu-
trino mass meff

s imply that the contribution of the sterile
neutrino to the effective number of relativistic degrees
of freedom Neff is likely to be smaller than one. In this
case, the production of sterile neutrinos in the early Uni-
verse must be somewhat suppressed by a non-standard
mechanism, as, for example, a large lepton asymmetry
[36–39]. The slightly smaller suppression required by the
Dodelson-Widrow model and the slightly better compat-
ibility of cosmological and SBL data in this model may
be indications in its favor, with respect to the thermal
model.
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FIG. 7. Illustrations of the effect of the SBL prior on the results of the fits of CMB, CMB+H0, CMB+H0+BAO and
CMB+H0+BAO+LGC data. The value of ms is constant, with the indicated value in eV, along the dashed lines in the
thermal model and along the solid lines in the Dodelson-Widrow model.
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